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Abstract. The Paderkickers are a heterogenuous robot soccer team that
makes heavy use of automotive technology like C167 microcontrollers or
communication over CAN bus. All sensor data is processed on these
decentralized embedded nodes for better reliability and hardware layer
abstraction. In this paper we present how we integrate and process the
extracted real-time data in our behavior-based system.
1 Introduction
The Paderkicker RoboCup group [1] consists of ﬁeld players (Fig. 1) with the
platform that already participated successfully in the GermanOpen competition
in 2004 and 2005 and the goalkeeper (chassis in Fig. 2), which is newly designed
from scratch. The pressing need behind the redesign has been the need for omni-
wheels in the goal area and better vision capabilities. Started as a student project
Fig.1. Field players (old generation) Fig.2. Goal keeper (new
generation)
team for graduate students in 2001, the project puts a strong emphasis on the
education of students of the Unversity of Paderborn. They work in specialized
teams on hardware, software and HW/SW codesign issues. In an initial seminarthe students delve into selected topics of the RoboCup domain. Afterwards the
smaller teams have to carry out self-chosen topics in the Paderkicker area. Team
leaders are Bernd Kleinjohann, Willi Richert, and Markus Koch. Altogether
about 75 students have participated in this project team over the years starting
in 2001. The research interests comprise embedded real-time architectures [2,4,
12–15], real-time vision [2,12–15], learning and adaptation from limited sensor
data, skill learning and methods to propagate learned skills and behaviors in the
robot team [11,10,6]. However, our goal is not to carry out research for speciﬁc
solutions in the robotic soccer domain, but to use and test advanced techniques
from diﬀerent research projects. The Paderkicker platform serves as a testbench
for the collaborative research center 614 (funded by the Deutsche Forschungsge-
sellschaft). Furthermore, the knowledge in vision, motion and object tracking is
currently used in the AR PDA (Bundesministerium f¨ ur Bildung und Forschung)
project [8]. In the following we will describe the architecture of the ﬁeld players
and give an overview of the new platform for the goalkeeper at the end.
2 Team Outline
The ﬁeld players (Fig. 1) have a diﬀerential gear enabling to drive at a maxi-
mum speed of 2.5 m/s. Instead of omnivision we use four standard cameras for
improved recognition of far away objects. As the colored marker objects at the
corner will be removed in the near future the robots will have to distinguish
far away line markers. As a shooting device we use a slide driven by an elastic
band. For the proper positioning of the ball prior to shooting the robot can use
two sidewise rolls and one above the ball, all of them electrically driven in both
directions if needed.
The central processing unit in our robot architecture (Fig. 3) is a PC compat-
ible board which boots real-time Linux. The main process on the PC is Pader-
kicker’s Brain module written in Java, which is the central instance to process
the accumulated perception and choose the correct actions. It is assisted by
a Particle Filter process (C++) which sits between the vision sensor and the
Brain, calculating the global robot position and the relative ball position. Thus,
we have two ball instances the behavior system can calculate with: a fast inac-
curate one and a delayed accurate one. Furthermore, the Brain connects to a
separate Jess [5] process, a rule engine similar to CLIPS but written in Java. The
Jess instance has the task to switch between strategies (Attack, Defend, etc.)
dependent on team variables like e.g. ”our team possesses the ball” or ”enemy
in goal area”.
3 Hardware
Paderkicker robots make use of automotive technology like C167 16bit micro-
controllers and communication over CAN bus. Furthermore dedicated hardware
is used for image processing. Self designed PCBs are integrated for voltage andFig.3. The Paderkicker architecture
temperature control. All incidental sensor data is processed on these decentral-
ized embedded nodes for better reliability and hardware layer abstraction. The
extracted data is reported to the central processing node, a Mini-ITX board with
a VIA EPIA 1GHz CPU running real-time Linux.
Research is done mainly in the area of real-time image processing. An op-
timized algorithm for low latency real-time color segmentation [14] which even
performs well on a PDA is implemented on a Trimeda TM 1100 video processing
board running at only 100 MHz.
Four rotatable analog cameras are used to cover the whole 360◦ view instead
of omnivision resulting in a overall higher resolution. Hence, we are capable of
seeing distant objects much better. Higher visual coverage of the environment
will become more important in the near future when the ﬁeld will likely be
extended in size. All four cameras are connected to the Trimedia Board. The
data stream of one camera is evaluated at a time and the extracted objects are
delivered at a speed of up to 20 fps over RS232 to the Mini-ITX board.
Additionally, object recognition and tracking [2] are a prerequisite for ac-
curate self localization. Combining our real-time color segmentation algorithm
and the implemented edge vectorizer from [15] we can easily feed our real-time
particle ﬁlter [7] with the crucial data needed to provide our world model with
the absolute robot position.
Concerning the demanding needs for line detection and higher frame rates
the Trimedia processor and the RS232 connection are bottlenecks. Therefore
current research takes place in the ﬁeld of image processing on FPGA where
color segmentation and line detection is to be integrated to deliver extracted 2D
features easily at speeds of more than 50 fps. A self designed PCB with a FPGA
and USB as well as the image processing circuit meet these needs.The central node of our hardware layer is the Mini-ITX board running a
Timesys Linux kernel (2.6 series) on a linux system built from scratch. The
board is connected to the robot’s actuators via the CAN bus. With three C167
boards we handle the drive control, odometry, ball control (rolls), and camera
positioning. Voltage and temperature sensors are read out over USB. The base
system is placed on a compact ﬂash card, mutable conﬁguration data resides on
an USB stick. Finally, we use a WLAN USB module to communicate with a
central server that routes the messages to the proper robot peer.
4 Behavior
Our system breaks down into four independent modules (Fig. 4):
World model module We use particle ﬁlters for every robot and communica-
tion between the team members to update their world state, that includes
the state of the robot and some features from its team members.
Strategy module Depending on the world model the strategy module decides
the current strategy. Strategies include e.g. Defend, Attack, but also standard
situations like Kick oﬀ or Penalty. This is done by a rule engine.
Tactics module Every strategy is realized by a ﬁnite state machine that carries
out the tactics. Its state are, e.g., Ball facing, or Stay between goal and
opponent. Their construction can be automated by means of imitation as
described in [9] (cf Section 4.2).
Behavior module This module executes the actual actions. It is behavior
based in the sense of Arkin’s Motor Schemes. Our behavior system [3] allows
for a distinction between cooperative and competitive behaviors and behav-
ior control through time excited evaluation functions. It consists of a set of
low-level behaviors that have to be combined in order to result in a vector
that can be sent to the actuators.
Fig.4. Information ﬂow in the Paderkicker4.1 Integrating RoboCup rules
Every major tactic like attacking the opponent or defending the own goal has
been modelled as a separate automaton. The selection of the proper automaton
is the task of a rule engine implemented in Jess that keeps track of robot and
team state changes (Fig. 4). In this way, the RoboCup soccer rules could be
implemented very quickly and we could concentrate on the behavior details.
4.2 Learning in Teams
Another purpose of our Paderkicker soccer team is the investigation of appro-
priate means to propagate learned knowledge in teams of robots [11,10,6]. Cur-
rently, we develop a framework that enables robots in a team to ﬁnd their most
natural skills. As every robot has a diﬀerent perception stream the sensorimo-
torical couplings will be learned much faster by decentralizing the “babbling
phase”, in which they ﬁnd out basic behaviors by trial and error. These can
then be propagated in the network of team members [9].
5 New robot generation
The second Paderkicker robot generation is under development (Fig.2). Four
60W omniwheels will be mounted under a 36x36cm base. Up to nine self de-
signed Atmel AVR ATmega128 controller boards will be used for drive and
sensor control. The central processing node will be a 1.1GHz ultra low power
Pentium M system with 1GB RAM, compact ﬂash disk, USB stick and a WLAN
adapter capable of A, B and G communication. A hard real-time Linux kernel
in conjunction with a system built from scratch will be deployed. Three CMOS
image sensors delivering up to 68 fps are mounted on the head. Every sensor
is connected to a self designed FPGA board for image processing and camera
adjustment.
6 Conclusion
With the architecture described in this paper we have gradually improved our
robot team. With our new design for the goal keeper, team support, and our
enhanced real-time capabilities for the vision module we believe that our robot
team is a robust platform that is able to keep up with the competing RoboCup
teams this year.
Furthermore, the platform reﬂects our educational concept. Master/diploma
students in computer science (with emphasis on embedded systems) and mas-
ter/diploma students in “Ingenieurinformatik” (combination of computer science
and electrical or mechanical engineering) are educated in computer science so-
lutions suitable for engineering problems especially in the automotive domain.
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